Practical Brand Sourcing Strategy

Description: Little practical advice exists to guide sourcing executives though the selection process - a process that, due to the breakneck speed that fast fashion demands, is more complex than ever before.

In order to be successful, your portfolio of vendors, countries and overseas representatives must reflect your brand's identity, structure and culture and operate in collaboration with your company's power base.

Extract: “Fluidity is the reality of the fashion business, especially true if your company is venturing into new arenas - international channels, nascent brands, fringe size ranges – or your merchants want to chase reorders. No matter what your average order size, at some point you will need to ask the factory to make an exception to their minimum requirements. How they respond can have a major impact on the viability of your relationship.”

This report sets out the three key sourcing considerations:

- The vendor matrix
- Geographic diversity
- Overseas representation

This compact report also contains both vendor evaluation checklist and vendor matrix templates, along with advice about their use.
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